Reciprocal influences on performances of a postural-suprapostural task by manipulating the level of task-load.
The objective of this study was to investigate the reciprocal influences of stance pattern (bilateral stance vs. unilateral stance) and thumb-index precision grip task (static target vs. dynamic target) on postural-suprapostural tasks by manipulating task-load. Fifteen healthy volunteers participated in four postural-suprapostural tasks, including static force-matching in bilateral/unilateral stance (BS_static; US_static), dynamic force-matching in bilateral/unilateral stance (BS_dynamic; US_dynamic), and two control tasks in bilateral and unilateral stances without a finger task. The normalized force error (NFE), reaction time (RT) of the finger tasks, and normalized change in center of pressure sway (Delta NCoP) were measured. For suprapostural task performance, a significant interaction effect between postural and suprapostural tasks on NFE of the finger tasks was noted (static: BS<US; dynamic: BS>US), but RT was not different among the four tasks. For postural task performance, negative Delta NCoP during unilateral stance indicated a spontaneous reduction in postural sway due to added force-matching. In contrast, addition of force-matching tended to increase postural sway during bilateral stance, but postural fluctuations decreased as task-load of suprapostural task increased (BS_dynamic<BS_static). In conclusion, performance of postural-suprapostural tasks was differently modulated by task-load increment. Our observations favored adaptive resource-sharing and implicit expansion of resource capacity for a postural task with a motor suprapostural goal.